Fault is my name...in Finnish, go figure

🌟
I'd flip the canvas but it just loses something for me when I do it. Please take the time for a full view to get rid of the logo.

Thanks
Crikey!
Don't look so surprised.

🌟
"Cute cowgirl" - I set my camera with a portrait lens up on a tripod, manual focus and metering (used a gray card on another tripod in my place), reflector lower right, fill upper left.
Please do not critique my entry.

That's my Euridice look. The hair is not mine (I have short hair), the make up is kinda simple (I wanted something shining to reflect the window light. The plant is fake (with those wires), I took it from a hallway in my building.

My last name is "Carvalho" (it means oak, that kind of wood) and Euridice is a guardian nymph of an oak tree. The story is beautiful and I love it specially because I feel like taking care of my own oak tree, which means, to me, my family and myself.

🌟 🌿

Old Glory
By Elysium (Score: 6.411)
Please do not critique my entry.

Just throwing this up for fun. I know the weaknesses of this shot, no need to critique it. Feel free to comment.
joy
By Milaa (Score: 6.377)
Only Me...
By Craigr1978 (Score: 6.346)

joy
An experiment with side lighting and the self timer!
And then my flabber was ghasted...!
VOGUE, Strike a pose! ;) Don't you feel kinda vain after taking these pictures of yourself?

⭐
I have a big mouth.
self doubt

By SigloV (Score: 5.842)
Hiding

By UnicornBabe (Score: 5.808)
...how often we hide our true selves behind what the world expects to see.

:)
I'm turning 30 in like 20 days...and boy do I look old before my morning coffee.
MeetMe
By Cendira (Score: 5.758)

Please do not critique my entry.
I thought it was a nice way to illustrate how my intangible side (represented by my reflection) is much more important to me than my ephemeral body (right side). I might sound silly, but it really represents the way I am.

that's me
By kikcolon (Score: 5.724)
Please do not critique my entry.

hi!

☆
Photography makes me think about it all the time, and see it in a completely different way. Light is everywhere...

(Please, please View this one full - The solid red looks horrid when compressed...)

⭐️
Category...hmmm.
People: Teens? No, perhaps not.
People: Weirdos? OK then.
Blue Jacket portrait
By jardel (Score: 5.639)
Please do not critique my entry.
Portrait in Red
By henryhotshoe (Score: 5.573)

Me, Myself and I
By nowheregirl (Score: 5.541)
When I tried to think hard about what it was that defined me, it was this. Perhaps only parents will understand...

Whenever I look at my beautiful son, I see myself in his eyes.

This is who I am.
They ARE windows to the soul, after all...

Taken with a nothing-too-special camera. Changed to B&W, edited highlights and shadows a bit. I'm still fairly new at all this, so please please please be harsh (but constructive) with your criticism! After all, how else do I learn?

P.S.: People say I look like John Lennon. The glasses probably help with that. Your thoughts?
please critic my entry
Myself. Looking out a window.
I have multiple sclerosis and I wanted to get a shot that represented how it feels for me. Everyday that I am able, I go about my routine, but it is always looming in the foreground of my life. No matter where I go, or what I do there it is. Someday I hope it at least gets delegated to the background. :)

Straight Shooter
By zsandra (Score: 5.397)
what you see is what you get, straightforward, and NO drama!

🌟

relax on red

By Condira (Score: 5.384)
Please do not critique my entry.

Like my other entry, trying to do a self portrait without too much of me being in it. One day I'm sure I'll get used to my own picture, but not today. I hope you like.
Like me, my self-portrait is forever a work in progress!
Moment of Silence

By droomluiperd (Score: 5.363)
A bit weird
By Flibble (Score: 5.335)
Thats me...a wee bit scary :)

I know some of you will say you wanted light on the other side of my face too ;) Well too bad! This is what worked best.

The graininess was the kindest way to soften the pic without losing the contrast I wanted.
Me and my cat, everyone think this is hard to do, but my camera make a little noise when the timer finish, everyone know cats are curious (and my cat isn't different), so, he looked finding the noise, and this is the result!
Look
By Prashantzi (Score: 5.247)

I'm looking for a new hope

DavesDrums
By DrummerDaveF (Score: 5.205)
My first entry ever - so nervous.
This is a long exposure, single negative photo. Used on the cover of album I played on with a band called "Imaginary band". I did the same style of photo of each band member. One of my favourite of my images, but not my best work. I'll invite constructive critique, but I am aware of many of the obvious image faults.

Playing with a flash in the dark.
This was taken in our backyard looking into a gazing ball.
51 Tranquility
By Isiliel (Score: 5.121)
My extended hand holds the camera.

🌟

52 Dreaming
By Jesusito (Score: 5.068)

Hope my silhouette has not spoilt the sunset ;)}
the look behind the colours
By greatexastar (Score: 5.038)

don't blame me 4 the title (my girlfriend came with this ideea)

Abstraction
By kimbomac (Score: 5.002)
Just doing what I like best...
Photography in the late afternoon sunlight.

🌟
Older

By Claudio42 (Score: 4.956)
THOUGHT
By iROCKs (Score: 4.874)
Any feedback would be fantastic! :)

In the bearing ball
By aridolan (Score: 4.847)
Any comments would be well regarded.
I took this with my first digital camera a couple of years ago. It kind of sums up my feelings on photography, both as an expression of my interest in shape, form and the natural world and how much I love to hide behind the lens!
Contemplating what self portrait to submit. (Ha)
Future Microbiologist
By StarsFallin (Score: 4.726)
I'm sure a lot of people can recognize me, but here I am in all my glory, the future microbiologist. :) Please view full, and please give me constructive criticism. Thanks. :}

My Heaven
By Mospc (Score: 4.714)
If there's no horses in heaven, then I'm not going. Captured this today, March 30, 2006. It's not a very pretty time of year in Wisconsin. Had fun doing it but it's hard to hold the camera behind your head and keep the horizon straight.
Me and my bicycle
By Jesusito (Score: 4.649)
This is me and my bicycle ;)

The Sound of Settling
By vanilageria98 (Score: 4.615)

Long Exposure on 4 sec.
Nikon D50
View Full Por Favor
=)

4 Seconds
By ka0dgx (Score: 4.542)
4 second self portrait

half a face
By smilingface (Score: 4.514)

Me and a Tree
Myself. PLEASE view full.

🌟

Me Myself
By Wesaturtle (Score: 4.353)

Fun with camera angles

Fading Fast
Long Exposure set to 4 seconds.
Taken with my Nikon D50.
Thank goodness for tripods =)

view in full please
I actually took this few months ago when I was bored and waiting for my Hubby to get home, he's a truck driver. Some of the others I took could not be entered under the guide lines. Long exposures, only window light, diffusion filter and high speed black and white film, hence the grainy look.
How it turned out surprised me.
One of the many shots taken during a visit to the Golden Gate bridge in San Francisco, California
Me and new and old camera
By ginscambia (Score: 4.143)

Light
By arvindswami (Score: 4.107)
eyes
By Meesch (Score: 4.053)

Into my soul...

Music
By wufeisgirl (Score: 4.017)
This is me with some of the instruments I play--the small violin is actually signed by Theodore Bikel. Taken on a really cloudy day.
selfportrait, smoking

smile
By Meesch (Score: 3.765)

kata
By wufeisgirl (Score: 3.676)
This is me in a park that I usually run through my katas in. There is a nice large square gazebo, with just enough room to run through the routines. I am wearing my own hakama and Chinese shirt. I know the background's kind of distracting, but this is where I practise and keep my skills sharp.
i have always been very curious, and this picture seemed to capture that idea

Oneself is never in isolation. It can be visually defined by its surroundings, lighting, drama. In my case, I used as a template the images of people alone holding images of people they’ve lost, sometimes in areas of tragedy, like Bosnia or New Orleans; other times in places of simple loneliness within themselves. Like all dramas, this one is a bit of a fiction, with a (hopefully) touch of Dada. Thanks to Manny Radinsky, South Philly.
Ok, so this is me. And yes, I smoke. Should give it up, I know.

Shot this with my digital Canon and allowed myself some tiny editing (cropping, converting to greyscale and adding a little depth of field).